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  We propose a new method to solve trajectories of point mass by using high order B-
spline approximation functions. This method is equivalent to an arbitrary order implicit 
differential method. We have also estimated an upper limit to numerical and truncation 
errors. This method is useful in the case of stiff equations.
1 Introduction 
  We propose a high accuracy method to solve the trajectories of particles with B-
spline functions. This higher order B-spline approximation function is made with linear 
summation ofarbitrary order of piecewise polynomial basis functions. By using (l, I]i ii--
Cox's recurrence formula, we can generate hese basis functions with high accuracy and 
efficiency[1]. The equation of motion is, 
                                          i'.i. = —Cl r^r.j3~ (i .l)• (1) 
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where, r1 is a trajectory of the i-th particles, in.i is the mass of the particle, and r,..1 _ 
r.i, —ri , rii being the distance between the particles. Also ri means second time derivative 
of the i-th trajectory of the particle. 
  We define the approximation function for each i-th trajectory r;(t) of particle by 
n spline basis functions BJ{it},A.(l = x. y. ~) with (k — 1)-th order, and i, expansion 
coefficients Clio}, '~'{ii}(t) _ jt— Bj{;i).4. ;;t) i = 1. • ..\' I = .r. rl. _. (We write 
B,,.,1. as B,,. here.) The expansion coefficient C'n ii] is obtained uniquely by giving r1 
conditions for the trajectory of i-th particles and each .i y. _. From equation of motion 
(1), i-th approximation function Pi(t,,.) at t,, should satisfy the following equation 
            F{11} (t,,)=r;.(t,,.)-}CE rii.rr(tfi);;3= 0 i J. (2) iJbJ (l) ) 
at all t,., . The derivative of F at in by C ; iii) in equation (2) is, 
        clF{ r}  _ dF{i.l} c)i dF{ir) OP' it]   { )                                    —+ ..= 3........ l — .1!J                                                                          ..-. (3)
        c)~`,,.{i.r)_ dr{il) alf il} d1 {ii]OC,71;1 
Thus we can get numerical solutions by using multi-dimensional Newton method or 
Gauss-Seidel like iteration methods. 
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2 Error detection and calculations 
  The truncation errors is estimated by
                               H max(/.+1f) 
            Ii; —,II < 2{1+11E1,11} I1,.U.+1)II. 0) 
where  1. is an approximation function and H is a distance between neighboring knot 
points, l is a continuity offunction f E C'1, and I le" i 1 denotes the Lebesgue constant 
given in Ref. [6],[7]. .0= 1 10 in this cases. We obtain 
Iloi'II 
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where 0 denotes numerical error and ? denotes round off error of vectors and matrices, 
PB andpj are the condition numbers of matrix B and J,:1, = /~islll~silll'— ~ 1 IhIIII 
PBVJ is a dominant factor of numerical errors. We only have to use ('it properly according 
to the size of d i4. Division points ?'ii, TL 2, • • • ,are determined so that the interval 
or one unit) contains 64 basis functions. One can cope with the stiff equations by using 
finer mesh point calculation where the second derivative is large as shown in next table.
 Li T1
L2 T1 T2
L3 T1 T2 73 T4
L4 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Tg
  In the case of the sun, the earth (one year), the moon  (a month), and Pluto (248 
years), it is necessary tocalculate all in a usual method. When this method is required, 
the division points are enough as shown in the following table.
cycle Level calculation points
moon lmonth  L10 (1024) x 64
earth lyear L6 (64) x 64
Pluto 248years L1 64
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